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according to God's plan?
-
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Now, sometimes, we belittle the Creator's'
-- , ,
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handiworks. There are m a n y ^ t n i n g s —
Mr. Hagerstrand:
Doctor:

*"

There's a doctor over here.

— w e all have this.
,/»

,

It's just not peculiar to race.
»

We

don't want to get into the idea that we are speaking of any one group.
And there is a great deal of truth in it, and, then, there's a lot of ^
fiction in it. And it's difficult to.seperate the truth from the
fiction and we're not always real sure.

But when you're talking to

people about their beliefs, then, I think we need to appreciate it
and respect their beliefs. Because it is their belief and itls very
real to them. And, even if they make fun of them--you have to be careful
about making fun of fehem with them because they might take offense
at it. Becaus.e many of1 them who believe very sincerely will outwardly,
r
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outwardly make fun of it. And, yet inwardly believe, they believe*
very sincerely,

so even to that--you have to be careful of it.

Mr. Hagerstrand: Well, we were not commenting on the reliability or
unreliability of the accuracy or like that. We were merely just discussing it. Superstition is a very unusual word perhaps and ver,y difficult
that involves walking under
somebody else,
he looks" at it as'SOE ithing
'••
'
/
/to define it. To one person, it means If nebulous area of beliefs. To
a ladder or a black cat crossing the streqt or something of that nature-I
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throwing salt over your left shoulder instead of your right, you.spill"
it at the wrong time.

Itv/s a great a rea. Any other cdraments?

(They have a,,.legendary character lik< the people through out the world
have that they like Pau,l Bunyo'n or

1

Mrs. Kilpatrick: Well, one. thing that I—they do have some-but not
any good-.for this---.
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